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Abstract
The photo is a representation of the connection between minds. Taken with a single
exposure lit by several colored lights, the translucent images show the mystery and
energy of the workings of the brain. The work shows the way in which knowledge is
social, and how sharing wisdom leads to new opportunities undiscovered. Analogous
to research, the overlapping of minds creates interplays of warm colors, new shapes,
and new faces. Yet, knowledge is also internal, bound by the shell which keeps the
consciousness intact. Our thoughts and insights are our own until we choose to share
them with the world. At first, knowledge is hazy, but with the help of others, it can be
resolved into something sharp.
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The photo is a representation of the connection
between minds. Taken with a single exposure lit by
several colored lights, the translucent images show the
mystery and energy of the workings of the brain. The
work shows the way in which knowledge is social, and
how sharing wisdom leads to new opportunities
undiscovered. Analogous to research, the overlapping
of minds creates interplays of warm colors, new shapes,
and new faces. Yet, knowledge is also internal, bound
by the shell which keeps the consciousness intact. Our
thoughts and insights are our own until we choose to
share them with the world. At first, knowledge is hazy,
but with the help of others, it can be resolved into
something sharp.
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